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Abstract

Online advertising on social media platforms has been at the center of recent controversies over growing concerns regarding users’ privacy, dishonest data collection, and a lack of transparency and control. Facing public pressure, some social media platforms have opted to implement explanatory tools in an effort to empower consumers and shed light on marketing practices. Yet, to date research shows significant inconsistencies around how ads should be explained. To address this issue, we conduct a systematic literature review on ad explanations, covering existing research on how they are generated, presented, and perceived by users. Based on this review, we present a classification scheme of ad explanations that offers insights into the reasoning behind the ad recommendation, the objective of the explanation, the content of the explanation, and how this content should be presented. Moreover, we identify challenges that are unaddressed by either current research or explanatory tools deployed in practice, and we discuss avenues for future research to address these challenges. This paper calls attention to and helps to solidify an agenda for interdisciplinary communities to collaboratively approach the design and implementation of explanations for online ads in social media.

1. Introduction

Advertising has steadily grown to become an essential part of the business models of social media platforms and accounts for a significant proportion of the total revenue generated by these companies. Online advertising is usually highly dependent on personal data that the company has collected directly (through likes etc.) or indirectly (through partners or tracking on other websites). It can be argued that the large-scale collection of detailed personal data allows companies to serve ads that are better aligned with consumers’ interests. However, adopting this approach often results in the sacrifice of privacy.

As a result, there have been growing concerns around the opacity and invasiveness of online advertising—people do not understand what data is being collected about them, how that data is being used to serve them ads, and what they can do when they are served with ads they do not like. Prior work has found that consumers found targeted ads to be useful but “creepy” [1, 2, 3, 4]. Moreover, people have reported fears over discrimination in ads [5], risks of being embarrassed [6], and concerns about the accuracy of inferences [7, 8]. As many use social media as a gateway to the Internet, providing ad transparency will have a significant impact on people’s online experiences. Compared to traditional targeting ads on the web, social media companies have access to richer data sources and more detailed personally identifiable information (PII) that can be used as attributes to allow advertisers to target their users. Additionally, unbeknownst to many, data sharing among partners is extensive. For example, purchasing the data on 70 million US households enabled Facebook to tailor ads to specific audiences based on these users’ purchasing history on other sites [9].

Existing work has explored methods for promoting transparency and explanations for targeted advertising on the web (see [10] for an overview). However, the tracking capabilities through social media could be extensive as information could be gathered over multiple devices (i.e. knowing your behavior on your tablet usage versus your phone), websites versus different platforms and inferences could be made from users’ social networks (e.g. friends and family). Considering the invasive nature of such practices, both end users and companies are increasingly acknowledging the importance of ad transparency. Unfortunately, there has been limited work on ad explanations in social media platforms. The urgency of this type of work is further exacerbated by the major inconsistencies in explanation tools that are currently deployed commercially. Various platforms have voluntarily provided insights into the
consumers based on fine-grained information [15, 16]. User profiles [11, 14] and allow marketers to target makes it possible for companies to develop extensive personal information and behavioral data from interaction within the platform to create comprehensive ad explanations that more align with users’ expectations [12].

Despite these limited but significant strides, there are still gaps around the properties that should be included when attempting to explain marketing practices in social media. This paper aims to take the first steps towards exploring the key characteristics that may be considered when creating transparent explanation tools for ads on social media. We present a literature analysis that explores 1) the objectives of the explanation (which influences the design choices), 2) the content of the explanation, and 3) how the explanation is presented to users. Although not exhaustive, this work contributes towards a better understanding of social media advertising, and it explores options for a more responsible and ethical online experience.

Our work offers contributions that could inform practice and research. To our knowledge, this is the first systematic review on this topic. We conducted a search process in a structured criteria-based manner which assisted in avoiding potential researcher bias. Our main contribution is our classification scheme which was constructed based on the results of our systematic approach. Rather than focusing on one aspect of explanations for ads, we adopted a holistic approach which resulted in a comprehensive overview that could inform the design and development of explanation or transparency tools. Finally, we discuss meaningful directions for future work based on the gaps identified in our review.

2. Background

To situate our research in the context of the existing literature, in this section we provide an overview of targeted advertising techniques and the state of the art in explanation tools in social media.

2.1. Targeted Advertising in Social Media

Many use social media technologies to connect with loved ones, stay updated with world news, and share personal updates, beliefs, and emotions [13]. The wealth of information collected on these platforms makes it possible for companies to develop extensive user profiles [11, 14] and allow marketers to target consumers based on fine-grained information [15, 16]. Fingerprinting and other techniques for tracking are widely adopted and combined with user-provided personal information and behavioral data from interaction within the platform to create comprehensive profiles. Prior work has shown that targeting based on seemingly neutral attributes can lead to advertising practices that are discriminatory against marginalized groups [17]. For a detailed overview of online advertising see Yuan et al. and Alavi et al. [18, 19].

2.2. Explanation Tools

Recently, there has been a surge in interpretability and explainability research in Machine Learning and similar domains, acknowledging the importance and benefits of more interpretable systems [20]. Moreover, some studies have viewed interpretability in terms of providing explanations around the input parameters that most impact the output. Other works have explored incorporating transparency at the early stages of design with the hope that it would result in more interpretable systems [20]. Regardless of the approach, the underlying goal of this research is to provide end-users with sufficient information to assist them in identifying misbehavior. However, there are few empirical studies that focus on how explanations of ads serve end-users and what factors influence the interpretability of marketing practices in social media.

Prior work has explored methods to detect why users were being targeted with particular ads [21, 22, 23, 24]. Researchers have also investigated interfaces that explain online tracking. For instance, Weinshel et al. considered design dimensions for popular ad blocking tools (such as Ghostery) with a tool named “Tracking Transparency” [25]. They found that users of the tool were able to more accurately describe the extent of tracking, and they were more willing to engage in privacy-protecting actions. Although most of the existing work on explaining marketing practices is centered around general Web experiences, Andreou et al. investigated the effectiveness of ad explanations on Facebook [11]. They found that explanations on the platform were often incomplete, misleading or vague. Similarly, Eslami et al. found users preferred interpretable “non-creepy” explanations for ads on social media [12]. However, balancing how to provide explanations that align with what consumers want is a challenge, as revealing too much or too little about the algorithmic process has been shown to both negatively impact system trust [26].

3. Approach to Systematic Review

A number of survey papers from various disciplines have looked at the state-of-the-art concerning either...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Sub)-Discipline</th>
<th>Generated</th>
<th>Presented</th>
<th>Perceived</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>% of Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>61.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCI</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>26.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>19.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AI/ML</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommender Systems</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>26.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Systems</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Description of the core papers.

explanations in decision systems or online behavioral targeting. However, these surveys are often limited in their scope, they are restricted to a small subjective selection of papers, or the focus is specific to particular aspects of explanations. To our knowledge, no prior work has attempted to provide a comprehensive overview of existing work on explanations in the context of online advertising in social media.

3.1. Research Goals

The interdisciplinary review provided in this paper aims to assist designers, developers, and researchers of social networking sites understand what has already been explored within the context of explanation mechanisms.

We choose to use the term 'classification scheme' opposed to terms such as 'framework', 'taxonomy', or 'typology' based on our analytical approach and the criteria identified from prior work [27, 28]. Bailey offers a comprehensive review of grouping systems used in social sciences [28]. Bailey explains that the term classification could be used to describe the "ordering entities into groups or classes on the basis of similarity" [28]. This could be accomplished either conceptually or empirically.

In this work, we adopted a conceptual approach followed by an analysis of empirical cases. Nickerson et al. describe best practices for classification within Information Systems [27]. We follow the development method for a conceptual-to-empirical approach as described by Nickerson et al. [27]. First, we conceptualize characteristics and dimensions of objects. In particular, we consider fundamental characteristics that would influence an ad explanation. We propose dimensions that investigate: (i) the underlying mechanisms that generate explanations; (ii) how the explanations are presented; (iii) how the explanations are perceived by users. Next, we examine objects for these characteristics. Lastly, we create or revise the classification. We aggregate the insights gathered by our review in a classification scheme with the interrelated goals of a) helping stakeholders understand the multifaceted nature of explanation facilities and b) providing an aid for ad explanation designers.

3.2. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

The identification of related work began with a search in the following databases and search engines: Google Scholar, ACM Digital Library, ScienceDirect, Springer Link, and IEEE Xplore Digital Library. Regarding the exclusion criteria, the language of the article had to be in English (one potential article was written in Mandarin and therefore it was excluded) and there was no limit on the publication year.

Our search string covered three main concepts. The first concept was explanations, which was the main topic of our work. We included the synonym ‘justification’ as well. The second concept was online advertisement, for which we included the synonyms ‘online advertising’, ‘ads’, and ‘online behavioral advertising’. The third concept was social media, the specific context of our review. The final search string used is as follows:

(explanation OR justification) AND (online advertising OR ads OR online advertisement OR online behavioral advertising) AND (social media)

The titles and abstracts for all relevant results were read to further determine relevance. Related articles and referred works that may not have been present in the original search were considered. They were retrieved from references cited in core papers and work that may have cited an article of interest. The inclusion criteria featured: studies that specifically mentioned explanations or transparency tools for social media, studies conducted with participants who tested explanations for ads in social media, and design proposals that were focused on explanations for ads in
social media.

If a paper was deemed to be relevant it was selected to be analyzed in detail. We classified each paper according to its relevance to how the ad was generated, presented, or perceived. Each paper was analyzed by one researcher who strictly followed the guidelines for inclusion. This procedure resulted in a total of 309 papers of which 52 core papers were selected after exclusion (see Table 2). Table 1 and Figure 1 feature a breakdown of the papers organized by discipline and focus (i.e. on how the ad was generated, presented, or perceived).

4. Literature Analysis

In the remaining sections we reflect upon the results of our literature analysis. In particular, we (i) propose a new classification scheme that represents various groupings that should be taken into consideration when designing explanation tools for ads and (ii) describe possible directions for future research.

4.1. Related Classifications

Researchers in various disciplines have proposed taxonomies with different perspectives on explanations in online systems [35, 77, 78]. These works capture important aspects of explanation facilities including the purpose, technical limitations and affordances, and information that should be conveyed to users. However, they are specifically focused on the recommendation process which is only a component of the entire ad experience. Our classification scheme, shown in Figure 2, includes dimensions that represent the various characteristics of a comprehensive explanation for online ads presented in social media platforms.

4.2. Major Facets of Ad Explanation

Our classification scheme includes three major facets that cover the mechanisms of social media advertising that can be featured in an explanation:

1. the reasoning behind why an ad was served;
2. how the data was collected or processed;
3. and what should be displayed to users.

Several different attributes can be identified as mechanisms that contribute to why a particular ad would be served to a user. The subset of empirical research that emerged under this facet were primarily focused on the information that would explain how the ad was generated. For this facet we consider three main aspects: the input parameters, context, and input source. The approaches that help to identify the reasons behind an ad may vary greatly as Andreou et al. indicated when they explored the input parameters used in ad explanations on Facebook [30]. Ad explanations that present the input parameters of the ad targeting algorithm may focus on stated attributes such as demographics provided by the user to the platform or inferred attributes such as an interest in cars inferred from the user’s recent visits to car dealer Web sites. This information is often combined with contextual information (e.g. “You are seeing this ad because of your current location”) and the source of the data (i.e. whether the data was collected on the platform or third party partners).

Unlike literature that focused on the reasoning, there are technical mechanisms that influence how information is collected, inferred or processed. Looking across the literature, it is unsurprising that different platforms would employ various strategies to create inferences. Increasingly, there are third-party tools that aim to understand the processes and algorithmic behaviors in an effort to provide more transparency [36].

Empirical work on how ad explanations were presented and perceived helped to distinguish the characteristics for the next facet. In the next major facet of our classification we acknowledge what is being displayed to users. This facet is organized by two major categories: (a) the content of the explanation itself, and (b) how that information is presented. Under the content type facet of the classification there are two sub-facets. First, the scope of the explanation may differ. Explanations may be focused on individual ads which is useful for when users are confronted with potentially problematic ads. Likewise, explanation tools may seek to offer an overview of advertising practices across all social media platforms. The scope could also be expanded beyond social media to explain
how information collected on platforms are connected to users’ general internet behaviors and usage. This would empower users by educating them about online advertising at the ecosystem level. The effectiveness of the explanation may be influenced by its interpretability. For example, more complete explanations may feature more accurate representations of marketing and data collection practices but providing an extensive amount of information may become overwhelming to consume [79]. Similarly, the format of the explanation may be more appealing to consumers while the level of engagement would offer actionable options based on the needs of consumers.

A significant number of works within social media advertising consider users’ attitudes, beliefs, and perception. The creation of an ad explanation involves a number of design choices that significantly deviate depending on the objective of the explanation. For instance, previous works indicate that an explanation may be provided to promote factors such as trust or transparency [78, 80]. However, while that may be a surface-level goal, the underlying intention for a platform provider may be to increase user acceptance of advertising in the platform. We propose three levels of possible objectives for explanations:

1. **explanation purpose**, which are overall objectives of providing the tool;
2. **stakeholder goals**, e.g. to allow feedback that would improve recommended ads;
3. **subjective factors**, which are perceived aspects that contribute to the experience of using the system such as trust.

The design of an explanation may vary depending on its purpose. For instance, explanation tools aimed at transparency might highlight the advertising practices of the platform and the goals of the advertiser to increase user acceptance of recommended ads [44, 79], while mechanisms for self-actualization may consider users’ future ambitions or their desire to learn more about their inferred tastes or perceptions of their algorithmic selves [62, 81] (i.e. who advertisers/platforms think they are, based on inferences made).

In the next section, we discuss insights gathered from our review and development of the classification scheme.

5. Discussion and Future Directions

Although there have been substantial strides towards explanation and transparency tools within social media, there are a variety of challenges that still need to be addressed. In this section, we offer examples of possible directions for future research. We present these as “calls to action”, as we highlight concerns that need investigation and important gaps in the literature.

5.1. Comprehensive Explanation Content

We discovered that there are wide disparities regarding what type of content is considered to be included in the explanation. This holds true for both research papers as well as in deployed tools in social media platforms. Explanations provided by existing tools vary greatly in their level of granular detail.
For some explanations the language is oversimplified, while other explanations are vague and incomplete [48, 51, 30]. In turn, this contributes to explanation tools generally being perceived as untrustworthy and uninterpretable [49, 51]. Ideally, an effective explanation tool would serve the interests of the stakeholders (i.e. the advertisers and the platform) while at the same time giving users agency over their data. Admittedly, designing non-creepy yet complete explanations is a formidable task. This is an understudied area which would have direct implications for the success of these types of tools.

5.2. Towards more Action

Offering a description of the process that led to an ad being served is helpful when people are inquisitive. However, if the user takes issue with an ad, then an explanation alone might not be enough. For example, if a user is uncomfortable with being targeted with health ads, then a mere explanation of why they were targeted would not be helpful. Instead, it might be more useful to provide direct links to taking action towards either deleting collected health data or opting out of targeting by this type of advertiser.

While many social network platforms have control mechanisms for ads, these are often physically and temporally divorced from the ads themselves. Future studies could explore how actionable options can be combined with explanations to create in-situ tools that would assist in addressing users’ concerns about presented ads.

5.3. Expanding the Scope

Most of the papers reviewed in our analysis focused on explanations at the individual ad level. This is a reasonable research direction considering the design and layout of most social media platforms: it gives people easy access to information about the ads they see in order to control how their data is used in advertising on that platform. However, limiting the scope to this use case may restrict possibilities for privacy protection at a larger scale. Future work could explore tools at both the platform (i.e. all the ads on a specific platform) and ecosystem level (i.e. all the ads on all social media platforms). This would empower users by allowing them to investigate advertising behavior at both the micro and macro level. Additionally, tools that expand their scope would be useful to other stakeholders who conduct algorithmic audits. In this way, future work could help identify misbehavior and unfair practices that might be more widespread.

Moreover, one of the most surprising findings of this review is that the majority of research on the development of explanation tools is conducted in isolation from actual future users of these tools. In other words, newly developed tools are rarely tested by their expected audience before publication/deployment. We believe this would be a fruitful area for future work. Ideally, such research could be executed by multidisciplinary teams, where a tool could be designed and developed by Computer Scientists, informed by IS or marketing researchers’ understanding of human
behavior and reactions to advertising, and tested by Human-Computer Interaction specialists. Similarly, research focused on perception should expand beyond acceptance and ad avoidance and consider identifying features that are most important for adoption by consumers.

6. Conclusion

Based on our literature analysis, we propose a classification scheme that highlights three major facets: why an ad was served, how the data was collected or process, and what is being displayed to users. Moreover, we discuss open challenges and possible research directions such as exploring appropriate content that would inform but not overwhelm, providing more actionable options with explanations, expanding the scope of research beyond individual ads and fostering more multidisciplinary work.
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A. Appendix

A.1. Classification Description
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Sub) Category</th>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Objective facet</strong> (higher level goals of the explanations about the ads served.)</td>
<td>Transparency</td>
<td>Providing information to help users understand the inner workings of how ads are served on the platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Persuasiveness</td>
<td>Providing information that convinces users that the recommended ads are appropriate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Self-Actualization</td>
<td>Promoting the exploration of preferences or learning about personal preferences versus the preferences of your “algorithmic self”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stakeholder Goals</strong></td>
<td>Acceptance</td>
<td>Providing information about predictions to increase the likelihood of users accepting the suggestions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Offering insights to users so they could better understand the system/platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feedback</td>
<td>Providing an opportunity for two-way communication about the ad recommendation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subjective factors</strong></td>
<td>Trust</td>
<td>Being perceived as a platform that is trustworthy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>Being perceived as a system that allows control over the ads that are recommended</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perceived Transparency</td>
<td>Being perceived as a platform that provides a good understanding of the ad recommending process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Usefulness</td>
<td>Being perceived as a useful platform</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHY facet** (the reasons as to why the ads are served.)

| Context | Audience | The target audience of the ad. This may differ based on demographic characteristics such as age, gender, etc. |
| | Location | The user location for which an ad recommendation is made. |
| | Device Modality | The type of device for which an ad is served to |
| | Time | The time of day the user is on the platform |
| | Language | The language(s) that the user is known to use |

**Input Parameters**

| Inference Attribute | Information, attitudes, and behaviors inferred about the user based on their interaction with the platform that is used to target the ad. |
| Stated Attribute | Information, attitudes, and behaviors explicitly provided by the user used to target the ad |

**Input Source**

| App or platform | Medium through which the users interact |
| Advertisers | Parties who pay and place ads on the platform/app to attract potential clients/customers |
| Partners and third parties | Parties that the platform/app developer works closely with to ensure the easy placement of ads and attraction of users to the platform |

**Decision Inference Method**

| Machine learning | Data models reliant on various user attributes used to effectively serve ads based on user preferences |
| Algorithm-independent | Decisions devoid of any machine learning models in the process of serving ads |
| Human-made | Decisions made by humans on what ads to serve users |
| Knowledge-based | Decisions made based on the research about users |

**WHAT facet** (what is being displayed to users.)

| Individual Ad | Advert of a product/service served to users |
| Platform | Central application through which advertisers are able to reach users |
| Ecosystem | A collection of related products through which ads can be served |
| Completeness | Explanations that include the complete reasoning behind how the ad was served |
| Correctness | The accuracy of the explanations offered |
| Specificity | The specific individual user attributes used to in the decision making of serving the ad |
| Personalization | Content is crafted to users’ personal behavior |
| Natural Language | Text-based easy to understand language through which the explanations are written |
| Multimedia | Features graphics and icons that convey information |
| Interactivity | Mediums through which users can offer feedback about the ads they see |
| Actionability | Ads that call for particular actions from users |

Table 3. Description of the facets in the explanation classification.